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Abstract 
It is shown that for a given finite, connected, planar graph, G, containing a branch point, the 
set of surjective, continuous maps of G which cannot be extended to a near homeomorphism on 
any neighborhood of G is open and dense in the set of all such maps, with the Co-topology. Also, 
an example of a map which cannot be extended to a near homeomorphism for which the inverse 
limit can be embedded as an attractor in the plane is given. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
If 2 is a compact metric space and g : 2 -3 2 is continuous, the inverse limit space 
(Z,g) is defined by (Z,g) = {(zo,z~,...) 1 zi E 2 and g(q+l) = ZQ} and is given 
the product topology. The induced homeomorphism g : (2, g) --) (2, g) is defined by 
~((zo. ~1,. . .)) = (g(zo), ZO,ZI, . .). Let h: X --$ X be a map, X a topological space, 
and U c X with cl(U) compact and h(cl(U)) c U. Then A = n,,, hn(U) is called 
an attractor for h. Barge and Martin [l] have shown that the inverse limit space of any 
interval map may be topologically realized as an attractor of a planar homeomorphism 
H in such a way that H restricted to the attractor is conjugate to the induced homeomor- 
phism on the inverse limit. More generally, if X is a topological space and H : X + X 
is a homeomorphism such that K is an attractor of H, K is homeomorphic to (G, f), 
and HIK is conjugate to the shift homeomorphism, f^, on (G, f), then it will be said 
that (G, f) can be embedded as an attractor in X. Barge and Martin extend the interval 
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map to a near homeomorphism of a disk (a map of the disk onto itself which can be 
uniformly approximated by self-homeomorphisms of the disk) containing the interval in 
its interior and use a theorem of Morton Brown [2] to obtain their result. It was originally 
the intent of this author [3] to extend their result to any finite, connected, planar graph, 
G. However, if G contains a branch point, it can be shown that the collection of those 
continuous maps of G onto itself which cannot be uniformly approximated by embed- 
dings of G into the plane, q(G), is open and dense in the space C(G) of all continuous, 
surjective, self-maps of G (Corollary 2.1). Since q(G) is central in the arguments that 
follow, a definition is included at the end of this section. If f E q(G), f cannot be 
extended to a near homeomorphism on any neighborhood of G, thus the Barge-Martin 
[l] construction cannot be used to embed (G, f) as an attractor in the plane. But an 
example is given of an f E v(T), 57 a triod, for which (T, f) can be embedded as an 
attractor in the plane (Theorem 3.1). 
Definition 1.1. Let G be a finite, connected, planar graph. Then q(G) is defined to be 
the set of f : G t G such that f is continuous, surjective, and f cannot be uniformly 
approximated by embeddings of G into the plane. 
2. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
Theorem 2.1. q(T) is open and dense in C(T). 
Let T be a triod with legs II, 12, and E3. Denote elements of II by {s 1 0 < s < 1 ), 
elements of /I by {s’ 1 0 .$ s’ < 1 }, and elements of E3 by {s” 1 0 < s” < 1 }. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (Openness). Suppose not. Then there exists an f E q(T) such 
that for every E > 0, there is an h E C(T) - v(T) with Ilf - hl[, < E, where 
IIf - hllW = suptET /If(t) - h(t)11 and II - II is the !2 norm on R2. Since f E q(T), 
there is an ~0 > 0 so that there is no embedding g : T + R2 with II f - g II o3 < ~0. 
Choose h E C(T) - q(T) so that Ilh - f/loo < &o/2 and g : T + IR2 an embedding with 
llh - 91100 < &o/2. Then IIf - glloo < ~0, a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.2 will be used to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. L.et E > 0 be given. Let I = [a, b] c li - (0)) i E { 1,2,3}. Let 
to = a < tl < t2 < t3 < t4 < ts = b 
be a partition of [a, b] into five equal subintervals. Dejine a piecewise linear function 
k : I + T as foDows: 
k(to) = ;> qt1> = 0, R($, +t2)) = ;“> 
qt2) = 0, k(& + h)) = ;‘; Q3) = 0, 
qgt3 + t4)) = ;> k(t4) = 0, IC(t5) = ;” 
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Fig. 1. Image of k. 
(see Fig. 1). Then there does not exist a sequence of embeddings {,&}~=, , & : I -+ IR2 
such that, llPn - I’ll, -+ 0 as R + x. 
Proof. Assume that there exists such a sequence of embeddings {pn}~?, . Choose one, 
say p, such that ]I/3 - lc]loo < &/32. Then let 
~=B~,32(~,~ju~.~‘]uio;~“]); Ll=aNncl(Be,32(~)). 
L2 = aIv”cl(Bi,3*(~‘)). L3 = aNncl(BE,32(;)). 
D(to) E &/32(~/4). Let 21 E LI and YI : [O, 11 + ~l(B,,s~(~/4)) be defined by yt (t) = 
(1 - t)z, + @(to). c onsider 7;’ (cl(B,,s2(~/4)) n /I( [to, tb]))-a closed subset of [0, l] 
not containing 0. Therefore, the least element of this set, say t* is positive. Then ai = 
yt ([0, t*]) is a simple arc from 51 to an element, say p(st) E /?([ta, td]), such that 
QI n @([to, td]) = {P(s,)} and crl c c1(B,,s2(~/4)). Let x2 E L2, 23 E L3, and choose 
simple arcs CYZ and o3 from ,/j(sz) E ,Cl([to.t4]) to z2 and /?(sj) E /?([to,t,]) to x3, 
respectively, such that 
a2 np(h,t41) ={In). cl3 nB([w4]) = {p(s3)}, 
~2 43,32(;“)), a3 .+,,,(;‘)). 
Then sl < 52 < s3 and N - (~1 Up([ sI ,4) ua2) consists of the two disks Dt and 02 
in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
/3((s2, t4]) is connected and does not intersect aDl U a& and so must lie entirely 
within D1 or D2. But, P((t2 + t3)/2) E &,~2((&/4)‘), so P((sz,~~]) C D2. As pictured 
in Fig. 3, /3( [s2, sg]) u a3 splits 02 into two subdisks D21 and 022. P( (~3, t4]) must lie 
entirely within one of these disks. But, P((t3+t4)/2) E BE/32(~/8), SO ,B((s3, td]) c 022. 
Since P((t4, t51) n P([ ~1, sg]) = 0 and P(t4) E BE/32(0) n 022, there is an s E (th, t=,] so 
that either p(s) E B,/32(e/4) or p(s) E &/32((~/4)‘), a contradiction. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1 (Density). Let h E C(T) -v(T) and E > 0 be given. There exists 
an s E T - (0) and a 6 > 0 such that 0 $ Bs(s) and Ilh(t)ll < c/4, for every t E By. 
Without loss of generality, s E II - {O}. Define k to be piecewise linear on cl(Bh (s)) as 
follows: 
fL(s - 6) = h(s - S), q-g =o, h(<?$ =;, 
ii s-g =o> 
i ) i s-z =;“, &, s_; ( > ( ) = o> 
i(s) = $‘> A,(,,$ =o, i(,,$) =f, 
h s+z = > AC > 36 0 h ,+; =i”, ( ) i s+$5 =o, ( 1 
fL(s + 6) = qs + 6). 
If t E T - cl(Bh(s)), let i(t) = h(t). fL . IS continuous. h(ci(Bs(sjjj 3 h(cl(&(s))), so 
k is onto. Also, by the way that & is defined on cl(B6,~(s)) and Lemma 2.2, k E q(T). 
If t E cl(&(s)), jjh(t) - i(t)I\ < ~/2. Therefore, ((h - hllm < E/2. Since E > 0 was 
arbitrary, ~(2’) is dense in C(T). 0 
Corollary 2.3. If G is any jnite, connected, planar graph containing a branch point, 
v(G) is open and dense in C(G). 
Proof. The proof of openness in Theorem 2.1 applies to any finite, connected, planar 
graph G to show that q(G) is open in C(G). Also, the construction of k in Theorem 2.1 
can be generalized to a branch point of G to show that v(G) is dense in C(G). U 
3. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Theorem 3.1 shows that there is a map f E q(T) such that (T, f) can be embedded 
as an attractor in the plane. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f : T + T be defined piecewise linearly on 11 U 12 as in Fig. 4. Define 
fill E idy. Then f E q(T) and (TJ) can b e embedded as a global attractor in the 
plane. 
Proof. It is first shown that f E q(T). Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that 
g: T -+ R* is an embedding with jlf - glloo < l/32. Let 
N=B,,,,([o,:] u [~,a’] U [w]), h =a~n~l(+~(:)), 
~~ = aNn~1(4,~~(~‘)), L3 = am~i(B,,~~(irf)). 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, choose elements 51 E LI, x2 E L2, and z3 E L3 and arcs 
ai, ~2, and LYE so that ~1 is a simple arc from 51 to an element g(s\) E g(/O, (l/2)‘]), 
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Fig. 5. Image of f. 
cq is a simple arc from 22 to an element g(si) E g([O, (l/2)‘]), and cy3 is a simple arc 
from x3 to an element g(s$‘) E g( [0, l”]). Further, choose CXI , CQ, and 03 so that 
a1 “9([0? +‘I) = {d4,>> a2 f- 9([0, f’]) = {9(q)> 
a3 M([O7 I”]) = {s(4)}, QJI c C’(6,32(9), 
a2 c C1(&,32($‘)), a3 c +I,32 (1”)). 
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Fig. 6. 
Then N- (LYILJ~([O, s{])Ug(lO, s~])Ua~Un~} consists of the three disks DI, Dz, and D3 
as shown in Fig. 6. Since g( (0,1/4]) is connected and does not intersect a D1 Ua D,U 8 D3, 
it must lie entirely within D,, D2, or D3. Because D2 C B1,32([0, (l/4)‘] U [O! l”]) 
and g(l/4) E &/32(1/4), s((O,l/41) @ D2. Now, g(O) $ cl(D3h so d(O, l/41) $ 
D3_ Thus, g((0, l/4]) c D,. Since g([1/4, l/2]) IS connected and doesn’t intersect 
aDI, g([1/4, l/2]) c DI. However, g(1/2) E &,32((3/3)‘) so that g(1/2) @ DI, 
a contradiction. So, f E q(T). Next, a planar embedding of (T, f) is constructed. Let 
z E [3/8,1’], then by choosing all preimages of 5 from the segment labeled a on the graph 
of f lllUlz in Fig. 4, one obtains a simple arc So = { (2, al, ap_, ~3, . .) ( z E [3/8,1’] ) in 
(7’. f) with endpoints (I’, 1’. .) and (3/8, (l/2)‘, ai, ~2:: .). In similar fashion, Table 1 
is completed. 
Replace c3 with bi in S~O to get S11, replace a4 with b4 in ,511 to get 5’12, replace 
b; with c3 in 5’12 to get ,913, replace b4 with c4 in 5’13 to get S14, . . . By symmetry, 
(II U 1~~ fll,“lz) also contains simple arcs: 
~~={(~,u’,,u;,u;,...) IZE [‘,;‘I}. S;={(x;b:,d,&..) /xc [;,f]}, 
Si= I( .zTcl ,a;,&,. .) / 5 E [a, f’] }* . . 
In addition, it contains the simple arc: 
S={(Z,CI,C~,C~ ,...) IzE [$.:‘I: c,=zforalli} 
The arcs S, So; 5’1, SZ, . . are embedded in Iw2 as in Fig. 7. The shift map on the embed- 
ding in Fig. 7 stretches SO across SO U SI U S2 U S3, S1 across 5’4 U S5, SZ maps across 
&, 5’3 across ST, etc. Each “w” to the left of SO U 5’1 gets shifted onto the “w” to its 
immediate left. In similar fashion, the simple arcs S, Sb, S{ , S$,, ., are embedded in IR2 
as in Fig. 8. 
Now, f^ on the embedding in Fig. 8 stretches S’A U 5’; across the “M” 5’; U 5’; U Si U Sk 
and shifts each “M” onto the “M” to ifs immediate left. The embedding in Fig. 8 is altered 
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Table 1 
Simple arc Endpoints 
SO={(5,al,u2,a3 )... )IsE(&I’]} 
SI={(rc,bl,az,as ).I. )IzE[&;‘]} 
5 = {(Z,Cl,a2,Q.. .) 12 E [$, $‘I} 
S3={(?b;,az,a3 ,... )Izt:[[f,.f(+)j} 
f%={(?CI,b2,a3,a4 ,... )IzE[$,$‘]} 
S6={(&Cl,CZ,a3,U4 ,... )1+&i’]} 
S7={(?CI,b;,as,a4 ,... )IzE[$,.f(;)]} 
S9={(2,c,,c2,b3,u4,u5 )... )IxE[+,;‘]} 
~lO={(~,C1,~2,~3,~4,U5 ,... )IXE[+,;‘]} 
and combined with the embedding in Fig. 7 to yield the planar embedding of (T, f) in 
Fig. 9. Add arcs to the planar embedding of (T, f) in Fig. 9 to get the disk D and subdisks 
{fi& 1 {a)&9 and {bi}zt shown in Fig. 10. Note that each Bi, i > 2, is bounded 
below by an “M” and on the sides by vertical arcs. Similarly, each ai, i 2 2, is bounded 
above by a “w” and on the sides by vertical arcs. Each Di, i > 2, is bounded by a “w”, 
an “M”, and two arcs connecting the top right of the “w” to the lower right of the “M” 
and connecting the top left of the “w” to the lower left of the “M”, respectively. The disk 
D is the union of the bold limit bar along the y-axis and the disks {fii}zt, {D;}E,, 
and {hi )zt. Let g be f^, the shift homeomorphism on our planar embedding of (T, f). 
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Fig. 8. 
Define a homeomorphism H : D + D extending g as follows: vertically foliate each 
fii and fi,. Arrange H so that it takes the leaf intersecting (q,y~) in fii intersected 
with the embedding of (T, f) linearly onto the vertical leaf intersecting g((q,, 30)) for 
each (50, yo) in I& intersect the embedding of (T, f), similarly for each leaf in 6i (see 
Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. Disk D. 
Define Hla~, : aIll -+ a(Ill U 02) so as to extend g and use [4, Corollary 3, p. 1731 
to extend to a homeomorphism HID, : DI + DI U Dz. One must ensure that the right 
edge of D is invariant under H and that H, restricted to this edge, fixes the four points 
indicated by *‘s in Fig. 10. If x lies on this edge but is not one of the four fixed points, 
it is required that Hn(z) converge monotonically to one of the two interior fixed points 
as indicated in Fig. 10. Define H on the limit bar to be the identity map. Basically, H/Q 
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shifts and horizontally shrinks each disk D; onto Di,, for i > 2. Four arcs are added 
to the disk D to get the disks o,, 02, 53, and ?i, (see Fig. 12). Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 
(both follow) are used to extend H to D U 5, U .& U 03 U 0,. Choose a homeomorphism 
HI : 51 + S, where S = [O, I] x [O, l] th IS e unit square in the zy-plane, so that HI takes 
the upper boundary of 61 onto [0, I] x {l}, the bold portion of a51 onto [O, l] x {0}, the 
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portion of dot which intersects 6, onto (0) x [0, I], and the remaining portion of 85, 
onto { 1) x [0, 11. H is defined to be the identity on the upper boundary of 5, and on the 
bold portion of 85,. H has been previously defined on the portion of dfit intersecting 
these two arcs. Let 
S’ = (IO, 11 x IO)) u (11) x IO, 11) u (LO, 11 x VI). 
Then, H2 = HI o Ho HjP’lsl:S’ 4 S’ is a homeomorphism. Define H3 : &S’ + &S 
by letting H~/s, = Hz and H3((O,y)) = Hz((l,y)) for each 0 ,< y < 1. Lemma 3.2 is 
used to extend H3 : 63s 4 aS to a homeomorphism H4 : S -+ S. Then, HI,-, is defined 
bY HI,-, = H;’ o H4 o HI. In similar fashion, Lemma 3.2 can be used to define Hj5, 
and Hlg. Using Lemma 3.3, one can then define H/2;, so that H is a homeomorphism 
of the disk D U 0, U 02 U 03 U 64, H is the identity on the boundary of this disk, the 
embedding of (T, f) is a global attractor, and H restricted to this attractor is conjugate 
to f^. Since the interior of this disk is homeomorphic to R*, the result follows. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let S = [0, I] x [0, I] be the unit square in the xy-plane. Let Klas : a5 + 
i3S be defined by 
K(x, 0) = (4x),0) > K(x, 1) = (x, l), 
K(O, Y) = (0, P(Y)) 7 K(l,YY) = (LP(Yl,>7 
where a, P : [0, l] -+ [0, l] are homeomorphisms with ~(0) = P(0) = 0 and a(l) = 
p(l) = 1. Then K:S + S de$ned by K((x, Y)) = ((1 - P(Y))(Q(x) - x) +~,P(Y)) is 
a homeomorphism. 
Proof. K is continuous by the continuity of QI and ,/3. Suppose that K((xt , ~1)) = 
K((Q,Yz)) for (XI ,YI), (Q,Y~) E S. Then P(YI) = P(YY~), so that ~1 = ~2. The map 
K can be thought of as a composition of two maps, the first of which takes (x, y) 
to (GP(Y)) and th e second horizontally projects (z, p(y)) onto the line through the 
points (x, 1) and (a(z), 0) in S. Since cy is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of 
[0, 11, if ~1 # x2, the lines 21, through the points (~1, 1) and (o(~t),O), and Z2, through 
the points (~~1) and (4x2), 0), do not intersect. This contradicts the assumption that 
K(xl, ~1) = K(x2, ~2). Therefore, XI = x2, and K is one-to-one. By definition, K maps 
a,9 onto dS and K(S) c S. Therefore, K must be onto; otherwise, one could construct 
a continuous map of S onto aS that is homotopically nontrivial when restricted to as. 
Since K is bijective continuous and S is compact Hausdorff, K is a homeomorphism. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let S = {(r, 0) 1 0 < r 6 1, B = $t, 0 < t < 1) be a quarter disk in 
the xy-plane and (Y, /3 : [0, l] + [0, l] be homeomorphisms with ~$0) = p(O) = 0 and 
~$1) = p(l) = 1. Then K: S -+ S de$ned by 
+, 52) = ((1 - t)cl(r) + t/3(r), ;t) 
is a homeomorphism. 
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Proof. K is continuous, since Q and p are. If 
x(7-,. ;tl> = K(T2! ;t2> 
then tl = t2, so that (1 - tl)[c~(q) - LY(Q)] + tl[P(rl) - ,8(q)] = 0. If tl = 0 or 
tl = 1, then ~1 = ~2. So, assume that 0 < tl < 1 and that r2 > ~1. Since a and p are 
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of [0, 11, they must be strictly increasing. Thus, 
CY(T~) - Q(Q), O(TI) - L?(Q) < 0, which contradicts the fact that 
(1 - tl) [+I 1 - Qk2)] + ti [Ph) - P(T2)] = 0. 
We reach a similar contradiction if we assume that r2 < ~1. Hence, K is one-to-one. 
K maps 8s onto itself; thus, as in the previous lemma, K is onto. Therefore, K is a 
homeomorphism. 0 
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